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There are two Major aspects to the cutoff score, issue
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One of the issues which distinguishes criterion-referenced'
CO
Lf1 (CR) measurement fron nbrm-referenced (NR) measurement is that ,

of setting a "cutoff" or "mastery" score denoting the level Of
r-4

minimum acceptable performance on the segment of instruction
Lt../

covered by the test..This issue seldom arises in NR measure-

ment, because NR interpretations ordinarily are made on a

relative rather than an absolute basis. However,,the cutoff
- e

score issue is one of the key pointsof controversy among the

various conceptualizations of CR measurement. There are'two

major aspects the cutoff score issue: whether.a cutoff

score is,. in factActually needed, and the method'whi4

should be used tor,&stablish a cutoff score if one is to,be used.

.

There is one position in the -literature on CR measure-
A

menu WHich holds :that a cutoff score is not considered neces-
'4 a

41 / .4J c

sary or relevant; in this view, CR measurement does not neces-
.

sarily imply making absblute judgments; This ,positdicn is well

expressed by Nitko,,' who, takes the following

1-
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absolute interpretations can be estremely dangerous
Nothing in the nature of CR testing implies

that anyone necessarily meet a' given standard of
competence, only that such levels of competency be
defined in terms of performance {Nitko, 1970, p. 39).

While he does not .rule out the usefulness of a cutoff score

in some situations, Nitko contends that the*concept of CR

testing does 'not necessarily require making a value judgment

about whether flawless performance is possible.

Nitko prefers an empirical, decision-oriented approach,

where a cutoff score is not set on, an a priori basis but only

on an empirical basis in answer to a question such as,7What

level of performance is required at one point in the instruc-

tional sequence in order to maximize success at the next

point in the sequence?" There is no inherent 'reason why this

point could not differ among individuals and in different

circumstances.
O

This point of view. as expressed by Nitko is unusual. The

'more typical view in the CR ,literature is that the setting of

a cutoff score is an inherent requirement of CR measurement

which is often reflected even in the definition of a CR test.

Depending on the writer, the requirement for a cutoff score

May be, considered as fundamental to the development of the CR

. _ test (e.g., Ivens, 1970;',Jackson,,1970) or it may be considered

41,

as essential in making an interpretation of the score

4remer, 1972).

Usually, the task of a CR test is to place an examinee in

one of 'two categories-7master or nonmaster--with a.miqimum

number of classification errors. Most of the 'methods to be

described are concerned with this kind cf dichotomous

3
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decision. Howevei., it also would be very reasonable to cop-
,

sider models which divide examinees into three' or more

categories (Harris, 19741.

The establishment of a cutoff (or mastery) score involves

some difficult methodological problems. HoweN7er, it also, in-

volves resolving some basic conceptual issues as well. Skager

.(Note 1) "notes that "How to define the nature of any perform-

ance that would indicate mastery of a somain of content remains

a major conceptual problem (p. 14)." At a practical level, the

fact that item difficulties for CR tests, as for other tests,

can be easily influenced presents a danger of making incorrect

assumptions that any given score on a CR test represents an

accurate judgment as to mastery or nonmastery of *I, objective

(Klein & Kosecoff, 1973). Stanley,and Hopkins (1972) have

demonstrated that, as might be expected, items ofwidely dif-

ferent difficulty can be written to fit the same instructional

objective. Therefore, .criteria such,as 90 percent are arbi.,

---trary and nearly meaningless. in the absehce of a definitive

external=r4Lerence point. Furthermore, an arbitrary cutoff

level, such as. 80%,-ImpliC-Itly assumes that all items are ,of

equal importance (Kifer & Bramble, 1974), a quite unreasonable

.assumption.

Setting a minimum perforrqance level prior to'instruction

is particularly appropriate when mastery is.essential to the

subSequelit attairitent.of other impOrtant 4ectives (Sullivan,

1969),_ In other words, the setting of a,cutoff level for an

objective ,should proATty-i-.01:, on a dete mination *.t tht.,

attainment of the objective has ins nal significLnce.

4
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The Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests (American

Psychological Association, et al.-, 1974) also require that a

rationale be provided for the selection of a cutoff score used

in test interpretation. To acclApt-this goal, however, does not

determine how it can be achieved:, What,is desired is to

minimize the number of incorrect classification decisions, but

neither classical (NR) procedures or item sampling approaches

are very effective in individual decisionmaking (Haladyna;i975).

Like many issues in'CR measurement, the issue of setting

a mastery standard has a long history. Monroe (1917), for

example, discussed the issue at some length and concluded that

a standard must meet two conditions: that it be reasonable and sx

that it be "efficient." A reasonable standard was defined by

Monroe as one which realistically can be attained by students,

and an "efficient" standard was defined as one which represents

a level of performance which equips students for meeting /Present

and future demands.
/ .

The level at which a cutoff score should be set 'will vary

dependingupon the cruciality of the objective; for very impor-

tant objectives, the appropriate cutoff level may be quite high.

Two other important factors should be considered in establishing

performance standards: the difficulty level f the instructional

content (insofar as this can be determined independently of

actual-learner performance), and the amount of instructional

time available relative to the instru tiOnal material to be

1

covered.,

Mini um, perforMance standards may be established' ..n on2'

of two w etting a cutoff score which must be attained

5
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by each individual learner, or by specifying a group standard

in terms of the percentage of students in the class` or other

target group who will be expected to attain the individual

cutoff score if the instruction is successful. The latter

approach is much less common.

An important point in the setting of the criterion level

was made by Krievall and Hirsch (1969), who pointed out that

"setting a higher error criterion does not of itself improve

the proficienby found in those examinees classified as

masters (p.'8)." Similarly, poorer-performing individuals do

not become even less proficientby being designated as non -

masters. That is, the distribution of actual proficiency is,

independent of the, imposition of proficiency standards

(Gardner, 1962). Simply by moving ;111-standard, the proportion

of masters or nonmasters can be changed without having any

effect upon the distribution pf actual performance. Mastery

standards cannot be set independent of the performance of the

individuals involved; the level of performance which may be

required for mastery must be realistic in terms of the pre--

vailing levels of competence (Garvin, 1971).

There rarely is a clear basis upon which to establish a

cutoff score in educational situations. In the absence of

other evidence, the cutoff score is most commonly set on some

subjective basis relying on informed judgment. Gronlund (1973),

for example, has offered a step-by-step, trial-and-error pro-

-C-6(1:une i which an initial arbitrary standard is then adjusted

upward or dohwardlon the basis of experience and judghent.

Gronlund proceeds from the suggestion of Block (1971) that,

6
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although 100 percent mastery mignf seems to bet-the it, 80

to 85 percent correct is a more realistic standard.

Gronlund's procedure is work e, bu't it is only a'

general guide to exercising informed judgment. ,The procedure

does not unequivocably determine the size of the adjustments

or the level of the final standard. Like Nitko, Gronlund

(1973) concluded that the ultimate question is, "What level

of plastery is necessary in order to learn effectively at the

next stage of instruction (p. 13)?"

Such subjectivity in setting cutoff levels represents a

serious shortcoming of CR measurement to some writers such as

Ebel (1973). Ebel has also pointed out that relative stand -'

ards, as in NR measurement, which are derived from the veragz-i.

-Performances',of grdups examinees are more stable than.)

absolute standards based on'the judgments of individual
a

structors.

,Millman (1973) i among thoSe critical of, routinely using

a single percentage Standard in all content domains aria for

all individuals. He suggests five approaches which, might be

used to standardize and refine theappiication of judgment in

establlShing standards of achievement.

r 1. Standards established on the basis of the actual past
h -

performance of typical: pesons, so that some predetermined per-

centage
fa

of persfns will pass. This approach is molicable

when only a fixed number or proportion can be permitted to
0.^

-"pass," and it probably resembles typical NR practi6e-more

than 'it does' criterion - referencing. Block (1971) and iein

J1972) likewise,suggest transferring existing grading :3tandards

7
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set, under nor-mastery conditions to Ihe "masterysituatibh.

, , . ,

. 2. Standards_establishedom the basis.Of informed "judgment,

on a-n item-by-item. basis, as to how important it is that each
.

..
.

,

item On
,

a'test be,answeted correctly.'. This tvould preferably
.,

...
.

, A i
,,

.be,e4Pnby,a panel' of informed judges working under standardized
A

., procedures. Nedelsky's ('1954) procedure for assigning grades,
. N.

-.. .

describedllielow, may be - considered as ore Variation of this
,

..: . %

:'Appr,siaCh. and. Aulls and Pearson's (Note-2) method of "quanti-

lying intuitions" is another. Still another variation of this

'approach, for test as a whole, has been suggested by

Krieyali (.1973) .
.01

3i, :.Standards established on the basis `of educat4.onal

'consequences yin terms of future learnilg. Higher cutoff scores
s

may be required for fundamental or prerequisite learnings.

Weighted regression equations or expectancy'ttbles may be use-

W
Or

l'ful in this apPYoach.

. ,

,

..

, . 4. Standards established on.the bastis-of psychological
/

, 4

or financial Costs' ,. so far as these can be determined. A high

Cutoff may be j stified Nhen the cost of false advances is high'. rtf,

t

5. StandardS eStablished with allowance Made' for meas=

:'!..irMentARPr dtie=ture'guesskngor for the effects of
/

nbn=

410.

'reprosmptativene'ss,of the-iteM sample. This latter'approa4h is

actkiall$r a,sttggestion!giFfitnal refinement of whatever 'cuto'ff,

iscore mal;',16e deiLiyed by one of the 'they' approaches.

'While-any of,:the apprioach'es discussed by Millman would

help to,improve the process of s.etting, cutoff scores, it must
.41

be :mbognird that most of,i'hem are relatively crude and ,de-
(

_pendent upon unsubstantiated judgment 'and knowledge of actual

., 8
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performacic Qtfle1<-7:,moriv sys tem 13.pprea PreS o the problenr'
. . f.

'have' bin. propo,4ept:im a:titeffipts of
..-to objectify the procss o N""

8

setting, .c.tit,O-f, AviieI. e'. -these nid're sys temat_c ap -
a

,
, ,-

proachai ar'e ' St41 entirely jtidgmeKtal, .ak others ,R.1te_ sta-
-- 14, ,.,-'-:' *. :-- . ,e'', -I- ' , A r '. S -,

...-z. tfiati.9.a,k, in,4Itla're4 ; . ., .,." ..'
. .

. , . ..... At.,..., .-

-.'-`, Nedelsky-(1954-5)7addessed the: prObkeqt-of determining the
: ...--.) - "ow .. .! \

wcutoff' revel indirectly,. throui the assignment of grades., In. ;, .
.

"'
- .

...
,

Nedely's, aPOrach,, the 1k,ini.kum Passing, polre\ " :from which-
t

't 4 r 4
. ! % : .

. other',grades ob.re' scaled is
V
derived sole,ty oh' the basis ol'

_ ,
. a '''' . ''. ,Ia , .

C

I
,

pooled judrimen itwthout reference to the distributio n of ac'tual,.

obtained' ;Corees.'. The systeimis exact and unaMbiguoi,ks in- its
t

application, but it is not intuitively appealing. 'Nedelsky's

procedure has not come into significant use.

1
Y.

Another more systematic., b'ut 'still' som6wnat,sub.jective,;,z,".

view of'. establishing a cutoff score ,is offered by 'emer '0.9172). "
I ., .

Fremer suggested five methods by which a measure can be given ,.'

CR meaning, urging that more 'than one 'of
,
.the methods. shoUld tre'

r

applied in any particular .situatiin. _Most of ,Frempr's me-' hsads

are independent of knowledge of observed scores.: '1,-emero.s

Iv

suggested methods have 110-6 been deyeloped in great dep-pi, and
, ,

) . -
they ,are no to uneo.u.i.voc41, 'in their ,results. ,"re:

F

1 . use of 4.4of-ittest infOrma,tion ..t'.c)INst a minimal "pe'r-;.,
f e` .

formanoe standard, sack t8 by., determining, a 'pti2ori, that: ''o'n1,Y,..f:`v"
04

the -top _1.(5 will

, ,!., X :,..t3iit1/4 l. , t 4
. > A, , I.

.., ' r

aw

.2.* Teacher. judgmentS of individual itest 5.Eems.', to,. estimate., :
. ,

,. ,

e proportidn of a group of "-barely passingrstudents ,who, , 4,',.,.
..

uld answE,,r. 'the item,,,correotr]y. The', .judgrile.,ntS of 'a ,Tranlber'op?',`
,,, -,-.,.. ' t

. . -) *,
owledgeable raters are then.aVeraged to 'optai,.n the in.,nimu

..,. ,, v 4J ,,
.

, '....
a N ,9

,

,. c, ,
A ti
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criteriojt cutoff score for the total instrument. This approach

was followed by /the Educational Testing Service to develop in-17
:,.

. struments for the statewide Michigan Assessment Program, With

appare'ntl'y satisfactory results.
3. Teacher judgments regarding which students .are .pericirm:

-
ing at minimum competency levels, either through global jtidg

, r I .

``ments or. a ,detailed analysis of studqntelierformance.-.,
- , - , 2-- le 1--C' ''

4. Development' of supplemental work sample Ves-ts, as . . .,
4. .

. , ecriVriatagainst 'which to validate the CR measure. ..Thismetta
k S

-, f '''
. closely resemblet the traditional predictive validity aplitoich:

,
Ward` (Noe 3) used,van approach of this soN to "validae" CR

.., tests useduin teapher training.'
" : \ " . ''' ,' I ,, e.,:'s ' .L., s

.3. Development -o?, lhat Freiner. calls ""stand alone;' 'work iN
',..' (

- _ ,=.. ,.,.

'''s'amiile, testi. ,These are instruments constructed to. serVeeas , .4
. . 4, ,iV 4*

A'`,(1,1.4i-ect.Meast4res of performance on 'objectives which are c,onsidered,
.k ;

iMpoptant, that th6Y should be smea.tred !directly thougit

etflc.i\e'rit indirect measureacentz,,,migh*be,pos'Sj..ble . '"1" '.:.-.°k

'

"- ''' .., CS ,V
V

, , '" t,
-;. "4 -

-.
,N, ."' , :k

C's
' The "preceding ap.frproaohes, mostly repreOenv 01.itferwri-t* ways'

$ , k, .
' N k -tri-arrive-'-at:,e. /.i:,tred j4dgmert,q.s' to Vle' cutoff ,core-o A ;

v . - , . -)., ..,:-: % *. N.,,, , yr
4 ,

, \ ' 7..sk$:?'
4 ) , ^ v

of qtr--ntitt..iP,re. apProachgs to 'the4 oi,*off Scare' problem, .:,
- -.. 1.:-.., ,..

, ,
,

. .
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, , ',' .,, - , ..- - ., ,

,
,, , -g* ,....

4,,, , .$
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particular proficiency level. The establishment of a profi-

ciency level to which the procedure would aptly is still left

as basically a subjective process. This approach is appropriate

to the degree to which the items which comprise tI test can be

assumed to" be a ramdom sample of a defined universe of items.

An unknown degree of error would be introduced by using the'

Millman approach for CR tests in which the items cannot be

assumed tb represent a defined universe. ,Millman's tables can

be used-to answer either of two types of mathematically parallel,

reciprocal questions: (a) for individual_assessment, how many
k

items are needed on a .t.p8t? and (b) for program evaluation, hOw

,,,,many students should,be Nested? The tables provide a means to

'determine ,`the protortion of misclassifications Aso. be expected

uhen a test of N, given length is administered with a given
,
;passing score. An elaboratio'n of Millman's binomial procedure

has been proposed by ,Noviok and Lewis b974) in which prior,

-probabilities are.used in a Bayesian model to relate observed

test scores to fruN:level of functioning.

A.second quantitative approach 5.8 proposed by Block (1972).

His approacti is based oNtipzing students' future learning

s a criterion for determining the level of proficiency

(mastery standard} which students must have attained at inter-

.mediate"stages of instruction. It is, in effect, an operational

answer to the type of question posed by Gronlund, 'Mill-man, and

Vitko: "What level of mastery is needed in ordei... 'to succeed

at the next level of instruction?" Any of several statistical
, \

tochniques may be used for this purpose. That leve,l of intei.1

'performance Which yields the greatest estimated future,, learning
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is selected the Mastery standard. Block's system appears

to be sUff icie t comprehensive to form a basis for deSigning

an instructional s egy. However, consideiable subjectivity

still remains in his e m.

A third statistical ap oacli is suggested by Kriewall

(1972), who, suggests using,an "tem Ompling model to derive an

exact probability tha$4atAst°will..provide a false negative

or false positive-xes41t. K2'Aiewa:X1's 'procedure does not

i-eqUire an ap.supp4on4/4-eqUal'item difficulty or an assump-

tion of a true dichotomy,between mastery vs. nonma4,tery
ft.

X
status (-Millman, .1973) but test statistics 4re affected by

*test length. The procedure does not determine the mass y

'level to be used, but it provides a' basis for evaluating

outcome of any particular cutoff score chosen.

lk p&miging, relatively simple but comprehensive statis-
,A. I

" tical approach to the .cutoff score problem is offered by

I

Emrick (1971) . EmrIck's "skill-mastery test model". seeks to

establish mastery (cutoff) scores which are optiMizedin terms

of relative decision error costs and relative item error

probabilities. It combines item and student information to

produce probability statements regarding skill-mastery status.

Skill mastery is treated as' an all -pr-none variable. Emrick's

mo41 hat considerable statistical elegance. However, some of

the atibption underlying tle model such as homogeneity,

equal item difficu ies,' and equal item intercorrelatiog,'

frequently are' not tena practice (Millman; 1973), and

the consequences Of.violat these assumptions are no; knoNn..

The Emrick:mordel ado remains, ubjepti e at some key points,'
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but nevertheless appears to offer two advaritagesC (a) by care-

fully isolating and defining the subjective judgments, it per-
.

mit;them to be made more accurately; and (b) for a given set.

of input values, the formula yields the single optimum cutoff

score.

An approach somewhat similar to Emrick's, but which

attempts to avoid some of these difficulties, is offered by

Besek(1973) Besel's "mastery learning test'model" also

differs from Emrick's in another important respect, by using

an independent estimate of the proportion of students in a

comparison group which have achieved an objective (which may

be looked It as normative data) as a check upon the accuracy

of individual prediction. This use of group estimates of prior

prObabilities resulted in significantly improved stability of

mastery learning parameters and improved individual predictions.

-Although Besel's model overcomes some of the limiting assumptions
.f

of Emrick's approach, it is mathematically complex and seems

doubtful that Besel's approach offers.a worthwhile advantage'

over Emrick's simpler model.

A still more complex approach to the cutoff score issue

is the "decision-theoretic" approach (Hambleton & Novick, 1973;

Swaminathan, Hambleton,' & Algina, Note 6). This is a Bayesiaa

procedure which allows'the use of prior and collateral in-

formation, and also incorporates the cost of misclassifications.

The procedure deliberately introduces the decision-' maker's

yalues into the decision process. The decision-theoretic

approach will accomodate a three-category deCision system.

However, like some other approaches which have been diE,cussed,

13
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the decision-theoretic approach doeS not actually' establish

a cutoff score. Rather, it starts with an arbitrarily-set

cutoff score and then analyzes the consepplences of using that

cutoff. 4

Among all of these many techniques for establishing
oak

cutoff

scores on CR tests which have been discussed, and still others1

which have been suggested in the literature, one can be found

to meet almbst any situation in which a cutoff score must be

established. Nearly any of the methods will be an improvement',

over the too-common practice of arbitrarily settinga cutoff.

score. Although little research has been conducted to confirm

the value of the various methods, several appear very promising.

For classroom use by teachers not highly skilled in measurement,

several of the commonsense methods suggested by Millman or

4

Fremer should be useful, and, for larger applications, Emrick's

"skill-mastery test model" particularily appears to warrant

wider-use.
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